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F2-region wind data sources

Weakness:  Very limited temporal and spatial coverage
Weakness:  No real-time data stream
Weakness: Except FPIs, uncertainties are poor for “weather” applications



Spring Equinox 2015
Millstone Hill Arecibo

Data are collected during
more than 300 nights each 
year.  

Automated calibration and
sky airglow data.
- Automated bias cals
- Automated flat-field cals
- Automated dark cals.
- Automated frequency 

stabilized laser cals.
- Automated 5 position sky
- scans (N,S,E,W and zenith)

Reduced data are made available 
each morning after data taking on 
Madrigal and at 
www.neutralwinds.com

Real-time data soon.
Climatology

Strengths:
- High accuracy
- High precision
- Robust
- Longevity

Weakness
- Night only
- Too sparse 

spatially
- Single altitude
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FPI Strengths:   
- Robust – essentially solid state
- Longevity
- Precision and accuracy
- Direct vector measurement
- Real time data provision

FPI Weaknesses:
- Nighttime only
- Very limited spatial coverage
- Complex operation (no longer true)
- Cost



Plymouth Marine Laboratory  pml.ac.uk

Opportunity:
We are technologically ready 
for ocean buoy deployment



Weakness:  Spatial coverage
- FPIs gridded 1000 km apart cover the entire Pacific
Ocean with ~331 FPIs
- With a cost target of $200k/buoy, the Pacific is populated 
for ~$66.2M, and operating costs of ~$6M/year
(UARS: $750M)

How do we lower FPI cost?
- Community source of polished flats
- Community camera acquisition

Photo credit: Skywatch Newsletter,
July 2011.
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Horizontal wind as a function of altitude

- The increase of the wind speed with altitude
is roughly consistent with a steady flow through a
medium with density exponentially 
decreasing with altitude.

- We have one, tantalizing example of 
meridional winds in the exosphere, near
700 km, at Arecibo.

- Strong horizontal winds in the exosphere
enhance the H escape flux, and efficiently
redistribute light species in a region with  
vanishing viscosity.  [Hartle and Mayr, 1976]


